
00:00:36 Peter O: Morning 

00:01:08 Ben Birdsell: Morning 

00:01:15 Frank Slegtenhorst: Good morning Graig. 

00:01:37 Ben Birdsell: That’s great, I had fun doing it 

00:03:34 Leigh ß: Good morning 

00:03:52 Gregg Blumenfeld: morning 

00:03:53 Frank Palka: Morning. 

00:03:56 Ben Birdsell: Ready! 

00:05:11 Leigh ß: is kyle mic going in and out ? 

00:06:04 Ben Birdsell: The templates are ready, just finishing up the pdf. Should be ready to 

send you later today for posting. 

00:06:39 Leigh ß: cool ben... 

00:07:06 Gregg Blumenfeld: thx, Ben. 

00:07:33 Leigh ß: amazing this is session 22. 

00:08:50 Ben Birdsell: FYI, I added price Flow to setup this morning. Really great addition. 

00:31:57 chris hansen: I don't understand that trade entry on chart please explain 

00:32:21 Ben Birdsell: This looks good, I like this strategy. 

00:36:16 chris hansen: yes 

00:36:44 chris hansen: ok thanks 

00:37:24 chris hansen: yes 

00:38:14 Thomas Leong: Do you find that certain indicators work better with Renko charts than 

time charts? 

00:47:40 BiLLinCi Code: MORNING team 

00:48:56 Leigh ß: Hi BiLLinCi 

00:49:07 BiLLinCi Code: hey @Leigh 

00:50:19 chris hansen: it seems the highest probability trade would be 1st pullback after 

moving average cross. Have you studied this? 

00:51:55 chris hansen: ok this would be the trend continuation trade you are showing 

00:54:30 Ben Birdsell: I started looking at indicators to determine price for entry, After 

learning about price moves, I select indicators to help me see the patterns in price. 



00:54:46 Thomas Leong: picking tops and bottoms are difficult, pullbacks are easeir 

00:55:56 Ben Birdsell: Yes, totally agree with you. 

00:58:20 Callen Hageman: Kudos to Ben's Ideas presentation!!! ...and Craig what a great 

follow up today ...renkos, rsi, 3-4 push measured moves and even golden crosses! 

00:58:43 Thomas Leong: Do you have a recording of the idea lab we can watch? 

01:00:06 Frank Slegtenhorst: Great. I missed it too. 

01:00:20 Ben Birdsell: If you watch the recording of the Idea Lab, Please, don’t hesitate to 

share your thoughts. 

01:00:29 BiLLinCi Code: whos next for idea lab wednesdays 

01:01:06 Craig Howard: Do you know if there is a plan to incorporate order flow advantage into 

Signal Lab at some point? I feel order flow can help substantiate many of these strategies covered in 

Signal Lab 

01:03:55 Craig Howard: not really interested in only seeing one bar either.  

01:05:06 Alonzo Alexander: Good Morning, first time in a while being here. How do we get 

the link for the Wednesday Signal Labs? 

01:08:39 Ben Birdsell: VolRenko is a great indicator. 

01:11:33 Ben Birdsell: So the setting for the VolRenko of 8, 1 adds 8 seconds? 

01:12:29 Neketia Jordan: 8 is the brick size, 1 is seconds 

01:15:38 Ben Birdsell: Thanks Neketia 

01:17:48 Neketia Jordan: you're welcome, the volrenko candles have really helped me to see 

trends and pullbacks 

01:18:01 Alonzo Alexander: Good Morning Kyle, what was your trigger to go Long on ES? 

01:18:25 Ninjacators: today's PDF has been updated in the members area - if you are already 

logged in... you may need to refresh your page to download the latest PDF 

01:19:29 Thomas Leong: I like Dow Theory, its easy to use 

01:20:30 Thomas Leong: It would be nice if they could change it so you can use it going 

backward, maybe a color bar. would be good red green yellow 

01:24:01 Craig Howard: do you need VIX and SP500 data feeds to use VIX Trend Trader 

01:26:49 Leigh ß: craig --- yes i use kinetick you have to turn on CBOE indexes its about $7.5 per 

month extra. 

01:27:57 Leigh ß: craig -- cqg continuum does not offer vix data. 



01:37:34 Ben Birdsell: The Idea Lab questions were really helpful. When you talk about what 

you are doing it helps to clarify ones thinking. 

01:39:26 Craig Howard: LVN node starts at 82 and goes up to 86 

01:43:06 Ben Birdsell: Exactly, agree with your point. 

01:53:58 Craig Howard: Kyle, what is the difference between Order FLow Pro and Order FLow 

Advantage that you mentioned earlier 

01:55:18 Heinz Lenhard: Can you upload the template ES 30 Second chart or can you show the 

indicators 

01:58:16 Craig Howard: is that box your talking about similar to IceburgOrderSPotter? Because I 

use it every day and trade around those locations. Which why I am interested in a more in depth Order 

Flow tool  

01:59:56 Ben Birdsell: I s the Order flow session open if you have the Price Flow Pro Tool 

Suite? 

02:00:54 Carlos Escoto: How do you taggle the PLOT EXECUTIONS on the chart? Thank you 

02:01:34 Carlos Escoto: hotkey 

02:01:59 Heinz Lenhard: got it thanks 

02:03:43 Craig Howard: Craig mentioned a box that identifies institutional levels 

02:04:06 Carlos Escoto: Yes Sir Thank you 

02:04:17 Kyle: CTRL + E for Chart Executions 

02:09:49 LARRY SHEPHARD: Do you ever discuss the scalps vs long game trades? I see you 

are trading on a 30 second chat, which leads me to think the focus is scalping. 

02:14:41 LARRY SHEPHARD: Yes, I haven’t traded all week as it has been mostly chop. 

02:16:33 LARRY SHEPHARD: Yes I am waiting for the holiday to pass. 

02:17:17 Leigh ß: august used to be... known as "dead month" of the year... because big traders 

take time off. 

02:30:43 Gregg Blumenfeld: I have to go, great info this morning. Thx! 

02:31:44 Mike: Do you have Cumulative Delta 

02:32:03 Domenic Georgio: thanks guys 

02:32:06 Alonzo Alexander: Hey Kyle, first time in a while being here. How do we get the 

link for the Wednesday Signal Labs? 

02:32:20 Ben Birdsell: Thanks, another great session. 

02:32:28 Domenic Georgio: 00ps 



02:33:07 Frank Slegtenhorst: Great session! Thanks guys 

02:33:37 Neketia Jordan: Great session, thank you both! 

02:34:23 henryhunter: Thanks Nice weekend 

02:35:14 Domenic Georgio: that's me 

02:36:03 Ben Birdsell: This is so true… 

02:36:45 Nab Ghobriel: Thank you so much that help a lot thank you 

02:37:00 Mike: Thx guys 

02:37:07 Kyle: https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_sKiGnpUzRhuSQKZIeMc_lw 

02:37:32 Alonzo Alexander: Thanks Kyle 

02:37:35 Carlos Escoto: Thank you 

02:37:45 Heinz Lenhard: Thanks Kyle 


